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GSM Test SIM Card - SEtool SE tool

GSM Test Card

Now this card is also necessary to unlock new SonyEricsson phones using SE TOOL BOX 3

Everyone who works in authorized service know how expensive is original Wavetec's test card. Our product works the same

way and you can buy it at very low price. This test card ignores simlock and allows you to access phone menu. For example

in SPV C500 it is necessary to enter phone menu before unlock and it is not possible using any other sim card.

Another usage:

To flash Nokia BB5 models it is sufficient to have 2 usb cables - DKU2 (CA53) and ordinary mini usb (DKE-2). Then you do

not have to use FBUS service cables. Not everyone knows that before flash - it is a must to switch on the phone with card

inside and change profile into normal. It is necessary in 6630, 6680, N70, N73, N95, N80, N90, N91 etc. If phone has simlock

and you do not have original sim card - then you can easily use our GSM Test Card.

This card works also in Motorola test card mode (older phones).

Description of usage in Motorola test card mode:

Entering into TEST mode

1) Insert TEST SIM in your phone

2) Power ON phone

3) Press # and keep few seconds

If everything is OK phone will be in TEST MODE !

Commands:

19

19N#

Display call processor s/w version - "CallProc xx.xx.xx"

This is the actual SW version. The EPROM / Flash stickers also indicate the version. If the phone has been flash upgraded

(with an EMMI Box), the stickers and the version reported by the test card will not be identical.

571#

Reset phone

58#

58xxxxxx#

Display Security code - "SECUR xxxxxx"

Change Security code to xxxxxx

59#

59xxx(x)#

Display lock code - "LOCK xxx(x)"

Change lock code to xxx(x)

60#

Display IMEI - "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx"
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01#

Exit Test Mode
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